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Ready, Set, Glow!
WHAT IS IT?
LiteZilla™ is a handcrafted,
glowing, interactive
canvas. LiteZilla™ features
a customizable front grid,
backlit with energy-saving
LEDs. People of all ages can
insert our enormous LitePins™
into the grid to create and
illuminate any design, pattern,
or message they wish.
IS IT SAFE?
Yes! Each LiteZilla™ mounts securely to the
wall using metal Z-clips capable of holding
more than 5x the weight of the LiteZilla™.
Our LitePins™ have been reviewed and
cleared by a licensed pediatrician as
non-choking hazards, and safe for children
of all ages. The LitePins™ will not warp,
shatter, or corrode. They are not affected by
sunlight, aging, temperature, or moisture.
Both the LED lights and the power supplies
are UL certified. The LEDs are redundant,
so in the rare chance of one diode failing,
the light output will be unaffected.
The front grid holes have no closing flaps and
no sharp edges, keeping little fingers safe.

WILL IT WORK NEXT
TO A WINDOW?
Absolutely! LiteZillas™ feature custom
LED curtains. They have extra-large
diodes with high-lumen output so colors
look great in directly sunlight and at night.

HOW BIG ARE THEY?
LiteZillas™ are made to order and can be
manufactured in any size or configuration
that you need. Units start at 3 feet wide x
3.5 feet tall (good for 2 kids). Large-scale
installations can be over 10 feet tall and 25
feet long.

WHAT COLOR LITEPINS DO
I RECEIVE?
Our transparent LitePins™ are available
in 15 colors including Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple, Pink, White, and
opaque Black.
All of our LitePins™ can be ordered with
custom engravings on the ends. Options
include company logos, alphabet letters,
hashtags, numbers, and symbols.
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IS THERE MORE THAN 1
MODEL OF LITEZILLA™?
Yes! We have several different models
available. We offer wall-mounted, freestanding, mobile, and tabletop LiteZillas™.
LiteZillas™ can have 1-6 usable sides. They
can even be ordered weatherproof so they
can be played with outdoors.

CAN IT MATCH MY INTERIOR
DESIGN?
We make LiteZillas™ out of solid hardwoods
as well as black HDPE. They can be painted
to your specifications. Specialty LiteZillas™
can be made out of exotic woods and metal.

HOW DOES IT TURN ON?
Just plug it into the wall. LiteZillas™ come
with a single plug that goes into a standard 110V American power outlet. They are
powered on/off via a light switch built into
the side of the frame. Select units can be
ordered with battery packs.

WHAT IS YOUR WARRANTY?
More than just a contract, our warranty
is our personal commitment that you’ll
be satisfied with your purchase now and
in the future. The LiteZilla™ unit has a
LIFETIME warranty on all material and/
or workmanship defects. The lights
and electrical components come with a
2-year warranty.

HOW DO I GET ONE?
Simply give us a call at
1-833-LITEZILLA™ or email us
at info@LiteZilla.com and one of
our Illumineers will be happy to
assist you with your order.
There is a 8-12 week lead time
depending on the orders in our
queue.
LiteZillas™ can be crated
shipped worldwide with all hardware required for installation.
They come fully assembled with
step-by-step installation instructions. Most LiteZillas™ can be
installed in less than 1 hour.
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